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Two sides of the same coin:

Innovation education and entrepreneurship education in-Iceland
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Abstract

This article gives an overview of innovation education and entrepreneurship education in the Icelandic
school system. Innovation education is placed in the official curriculum for compulsory schools in
Iceland and entrepreneurship education in the curriculum for upper-secondary schools. A research on
entrepreneurship education in vocational education and training in upper-second~ryschools in Iceland
is reported. Innovation and entrepreneurship education are seen as a continuum in Iceland and both
subjects are struggling for time and space. Limited l\:.llowledge and understanding of the subjects in
schools and an unclear definition seems to be holding them baclc

Innovation education

Innovation education (IE) is a compulsory school subject in Iceland that started to develop in Icelandic
schools from around 1990 (Svanborg R. J6nsd6ttir, 2005). The pedagogy and methods of IE were
developed mainly within Foldaslc6li in Reykjavilc the capital of Iceland (ibid). Two of the pioneers Rosa

. Gunnarsd6ttir and Gisli Porsteinsson developed teaching materials (porsteinsson & Gunnarsd6ttir,
1996) published at their own cost that have since been the main basi's for teaching innovation education
in compulsory schools in Iceland. In 1999 innovation education became a formal subject within the
Curriculum for Information and Technology Education (Aoalnamslclta. Upplfsinga og tEEknimennt,
1999). The subject did not get a special time allocation in the curriculum and it was either to be taught
as a special subject or integrated with other subjects. Innovation education is based on conceptual work
which involves searching for needs and problems in the student's environment and finding solutions to
them (Denton & Thorsteinsson, 2003). Gunnarsd6ttir"s research on IE showed that students that got
innovation education lessons could be affected positively and through the innovation process develop a
strong sense of self'efficacy (Gunnarsd6ttir, 2001).

Encouraging the entrepreneurial spirit in young people is seen as important to achieve progress in
employment, growth, cOlnpetitiveness and innovation (Expert Group on Education for
Entrepreneurship, 2004). The world today at the beginning of the 21st century changes rapidly and we
must educate our students fOl1 a society of the futllre, a futtlre that we don't l\:.now what will be lilce. The
ability to gather lcnowledge and use it in a creative way is important for nations to survive in the
commtlnity of nations (Gunnarsd6ttir, 2001). Many scholars identify the importance of enhancing
creativity and innovativeness for individual and societal reasons. Creativity at the individual and
societal level is important: at individual level, when solving problems on the job and in daily life and at
a societal level creativity can lead to new scientific findings, new movements in art, new inventions, and
new' social programs (Sternberg et al 2003). Enhancing innovativeness and creativity should benefit
science and arts, business and personal life.

In innovation edtlcation the belief has been adapted that creativity is a generic personal trait in all
individuals, which can be developed as a skill (Gunnarsd6ttir, 2001). Innovation education requires a
special mind set of the teacher, the mind set of the social-constructivist educator. Innovation education
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is a subject where the students should have much influence on their own learning and themselves
provide the basis for their projects. Students are active participants and the teacher's role is to facilitate
and support the creative processes in the innovation work (Gunnarsd6ttir, 2001; J6nsd6ttir, 2006;
Porsteinsson & Denton, 2003). In spite of the relevance of such an education and good experience in a
numbel1 of schools (J6nsd6ttir, 2004) innovation education has not been widely accepted or understood
in Icelandic schools, under 10% of compulsory schools teach it as a formal subject (J6nsd6ttir, 2005).

Innovation education was, as mentioned before, placed within the curriculum for Information and
Technology Education. There are four independent chapters in this curriculum: The use of computers,
information edtlcation, innovation education and design and carpentry (in some Nordic countries called
slojd). There is no special chapter about technology education but technology is a thread in all the other
chapters especially in the one about ·innovation education. Innovation education as it is presented in the
Icelandic curriculum in 1999 has many similarities to 1;echnology Education in other countries i.e. in
Canada and Australia (Hache, 2006; Williams, 2006) and others. Among many aims that they have in
common is the emphasis on design and problem solving, to develop the ability to use a variety of
methods and processes to solve problems (Hill, 2006; Hill & Smith, 1998).

Teaching materials in innovation education

The teaching materials that Gunnarsd6ttir and Thorsteinsson developed were written as teacher
resource material. The materials promote a systematic approach to teaching IE. The ideology of IE
reflected in the material is: "people are the creators of their own world". The material was written with
the aim of enhancing the students' creativity by teaching them certain ~ays of working and expression
(vocabulary and drawings). The teaching materials were a series of four units meant for four years of
teaching and were called Innovation and Science. Each had a different main theme as reflected in the
names of the Ullits: 1. Initiative" creativity, 2. Innovation" technology, 3. Ideas" ingenuity and 4.
Environment - design. All of them have a main core that includes the training of the working ways of
the inventor. This included: Looking for needs; working on solutions; using the small notebool\:;
drawings and mal{ing models. The materials also emphasize a connection to the life of work where each
unit contains a s.uggestion for a visit to a firm or an establishment that is relevant to that unit's theme.
In these materials a lea11ning process is created that gives the students opportunities to utilize
knowledge from everyday life and }{nowledge that they acquire in school CPorsteinsson & Gunnarsd6ttir,
1996). These teaching materials have been a source of influence in those schools that offer innovation
education, the content of the national curriculum and of the development of IE in Iceland.

The teaching materials offered within these four folders before mentioned include a large part of human
activities. They include how man interacts with his environment and uses his power of thinking with
the help of natural and cultllral reSOU11ces to mak.e his existence safer and easier. They cover the use of
technology for the same purpose and how ideas and soltltions can become of worth for many others
(business and society) and finally how man can use different technologies to form and adapt his
environment to fulfil differel1t needs. At the core through all of the projects in the teaching materials is
an emphasis on the ethics of sustainability and responsibility to other people, nature and oneself.

Two sides of the same coin

In Iceland there has been a development towards thinking of innovation edtlcation and
entrepreneurship education as two sides of the same coin. Innovation is seen as a necessary drive for
the entrepreneurial spirit to thrive. Finding new solutions to the various problems of the world can be a
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strong motivator to go a head and do something about it, mal{e the idea into something of worth to the
individual and to others. In entrepreneurship education the necessary tools to enhance the
entrepreneurship of students are innovation and creative thinking. In entrepreneurship education the
focus is on enhancing students' initiative and sUPPol'ting them in realizing their ideas as useful and
valuable artefacts or services (J6nsd6ttir, 2007). Etrepreneurship education also emphasizes the
practical use of knowledge and connection to work. life. Students put to use and tryout their ideas and
val'ious kinds of knowledge in reality (outside school) with the support of their teacher within
entrepreneurship education. One realization of this thinl{ing of innovation and entrepreneul'ship
education as a continuum is the formation of a teachers union across all school levels called'The
Icelandic Organization of Innovation- and Entrepl'eneurship Education Teachers (Thorsteinsson, 2006).

The view that is reflected in the composition of the innovation and entrepreneurship curriculum for
compulsory schools (age six to sixteen) up to secondary schools (usually from sixteen to twenty years
old) is that innovation education is a more prominent factor in the younger classes with a strong sense
of entrepreneurship that is growing as the years pass. This view is explained in picture 1 that shows
how the two interacting elements (innovation and entrepreneurship) can be seen to have more or less
emphasis and space in the various undertakings that can be classified as innovation'education or
entrepreneurship education. In the very beginning of schooling the emphasis is on creativity and
innovation and towards the end of school, more on business and work life although the creativity and
innovation part never seizes to be a core part.

6 yrs old Age/grade level 20 yrs old

© Macdonald and J6nsd6ttir, 2007

Figure 1 Relative impact of innovation education and entrepreneurship education

A typical way to offer entrepreneurship education to students in upper-secondary schools has been to
give courses that are about establishing and running a small firm (mini-companies) for the time of the
course. Courses of this kind have been offered in entrepreneurship education in Europe and USA (Mini
Companies in SecondalY Education. Best PTocedul'e Pl'oject, 2005; Nakkula, et a!., 2004) and
international organizations have been formed to support such projects in education such as Junior
Achievement (f1Junior Achievment," 2008).
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Research on entrepreneurship in vocational education and training (VET) in Iceland in 2007

Entrepreneurial attitudes and sl(ills are considered important in European education. Many European
Union reports have concluded that these sl(ills and attitudes are not sufficiently addressed by training
and education in Europe (Expert Group on Education for Entrepreneurship, 2004). The Leonardo da
Vinci office in Iceland initiated a research entrepreneurship education (EE) in vocational education and
training in upper-secondary schools in Iceland in autumn 2007. The research showed that formal
entrepreneurship courses are not attended by many students at these levels (J6nsd6ttir, 2007).
Although many of the schools offer formal entrepreneurship courses, only a small number of students of
the whole poplllation of the upper secondary"schools tak~e them. On the other hand there were many
instances of training in entrepreneurial and creative sl{ills and attitudes within different courses.

The Icelandic education and training system

In Iceland the compulsory school is from 6 years to 16 and after that students enter upper·secondary

schools or vocational schools usually until 20 years of age. The municipalities took over the running of

compulsory schools from the state in 1996. The Ministry of Education is still responsible for the

nationally coordinated curricula for compulsory schools. At the upper·secondary level the most common

type of schools are comprehensive schools, where students can graduate either with general or

vocational qualifications or a combination. There are just few schools offering only vocational education.
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THE ICELANDIC EDUCATION AND TRAINING SYSTEM

" Post secondary education is
of various types and lenghts

and depents on previous work
experience and/or age

~ ** Time at * Work-place tral'nl'ng~ Entry into the labour market
sealin air

~ Open access~ Access depending on additional courses or exams
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The research process on entrepreneurship in VET in Iceland

The research started by tak:ing interviews with specialists in vocational education and adult education

in the Ministry of Education and with a specialist in adult education at the Iceland University of
Education (IUE).

Information was gathered about all the upper"secondary schools offering VET education in Iceland, a

list of 23 schools was created (out of 38 schools, the others were not offering VET). That list was

categorized into four groups by size, location and specialization. From each category a sample l of two to

three schools was chosen (in all eleven schools). Each of those schools was contacted bye-mail and

asked to give information about the Entrepreneurship edllcation in the school. Interviews were
requested either directly, by phone or by e"mail. In the interviews it was possible to follow and dig
deeper when something was not clear and get explanations about ambiguous matters.

The main findings of the research were:

• Focused entrepreneurship training (formal courses) is not common in VET in Iceland, from 0%"

30% of VET students.

• Formal courses on entrepreneurship are attended by very few students of the whole population

of the schools and the VET population, mainly students from business lines.

e Several elements of entrepreneurship edllcation can be found as a part of and are offered within

various subjects and courses in VET. These courses were for example various vocational courses,

arts, life sl{ills and language courses.

Elements such as creativity, innovation, various aspects of running a firm, contact with

work life, independent worl{, initiative, cooperation and leadership.

e Interesting examples of entrepreneurship and innovation education were found in several
schools.

• Only one-upper"secondary school ,includes innovation and entrepreneurship education in its
school policy, FTamhaldsslrolinn aHusavil(in the North of Iceland.

One of the findings of the research also showed that the concepts of innovation education and

entrepreneurship education are somewhat unclear in the minds of the teachers and-headmasters that
were interviewed.

In the upper"secondary schools in the research there were different sources of initiation of

entrepreneurship. Teachers were often instigators of entrepreneurship or innovation edllcation in their
schools. Entrepreneurship courses often disappear when a teacher takes leave, gets sicl{ or quits the

school. The teacher of entrepreneurship has a special role that one principal pointed out, she said that

the teachers have to adapt to new strategies in teaching, holding back their tendency to control and
allowing independence and freedom for the students to follow their own ideas. Instances were found of

very enthtlsiastic teachers that were able to engage other teachers in their school, from other fields of

1 A profile of the sample schools is provided in appendix 2 and the whole report on
http://lmvet.llet/page/tgl analysis.
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specialization in innovative and entrepreneurial worle. Generallcnowledge about innovation education

and entrepreneurship education is not common among teachers, principals and the public (Svanborg R

J6nsd6ttir, 2005).

The national curriculum of upper secondary schools seems to both initiate and hold back.
entrepreneurship education to some extent. EE is placed within the business section of the national

curriculum and where that is strictly followed EE is not seen as an offer for all students.

Entrepreneurship education is not just a business subject as it is meant to enhance the capacity to act

and follow through on ideas, it can be useful for stlldents of various lines of study In the report for the

European Union EDG about entrepreneurship it is emphasized that entrepreneurship should be

regarded as a general attitude that can be usefully applied in all worlcing activities and everyday life

(Expert Group on Education for Entrepreneurship, 2004). According to the research the

entrepreneurship courses are usually placed within the business curriculum. of the upper"secondary

schools but are sometimes offered to all students as a choice. Even when offered to all students the
majority of the attendees are usually from the business lines and those are a small proportion of the
population of VET students. The courses in entrepreneurship give credits they are often extra c11edits

that they do not need to fulfill their required quantity of credits to graduate. The curriculum for master

craftsmen incilldes k.nowledge about founding; running and managing a firm but only a small

proportion of the journeyman graduates take the masters~ studies.

Independent associations and institutions have been supporting and initiating entrepreneu11ship

education in Iceland. The innovation centre Impra, offers courses for students and others as an extra

cur11 iclllar activity. Junio]" Achievement Iceland offers training for teachers, materials and assistance

for schools that want to teach entrepreneurship courses. An independent organization The
Entl'epl'eneupship Tl~ainingAssociation (Frumkvoolafrreoslan ses) has offered schools and teachers,

teaching materials, assistance and training in entrepreneurship education. European projects and

Nordic projects had in some cases initiated entrepreneurship and innovation education in schools and

influences of those were still visible. Examples of such influences were the innovation and

entrepreneurship policy of the upper-secondary school in Husavik and emphasis in many of the
vocational COUl'ses at Menntask61inn in K6pavogur (J6nsd6ttir, 2007).

The curriculum of upper-secondary schools in Iceland

There is no obligation to offer EE for all VET students in the national curriculum in Iceland. The law
for upper-secondary schools incilldes aims that EE can help fulfill:

The role of upper secondary schools is to enhance the general maturity of students so they be as

well prepared for taking active part in a democratic society as possible. The upper secondary
schools prepare students for participation in work life and further studies. The schools should
enhance responsibility, tolerance, provide training in disciplined and independent methods of
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work, critical thinl{ing, enjoy cultural treasures and encourage continuous search for

knowledge2

(Chapter II, clause 2)

The chapter on the function and role in the national curriculum for upper secondary schools also has

messages about the duties of the schools3 that could EE could help to fulfill:

Schools should make an effort to enhance the students autonomy. Therefore schools should
emphasize interdisciplinary studies and various skills. Initiative, independency, analytical

sl{ills, cooperation and the ability to express their opinion in spoken and written language

Entrepreneurship education is not the only kind of education to attain these aims, but it can give

students opportllnities to use various kinds of }(nowledge and sl(ills in a practical way.

Entrepreneurship education in upper"secondary schools in Iceland seems to be "loclced" within the

curriculum for business lines which is possibly an unnecessarily narrow interpretation of the

curriculum. Some of the headmasters indicated that they were restricted by the curriculum to offer

entrepreneurship education to all stlldents.

If the will of the authorities in Iceland is to enhance entrepreneul'ship education it should be more

clearly demanded by them for all students in the official curricula. It also needs to be made more

desirable to use entrepreneu11ship education to fulfill the roles of VET and of education in general. To

mal(e it more desirable a clearer definition is needed and a better introduction to all stal(eholders, the

public, teachers, and principals - and research to show the effects of such education and to show how to

get the best results. Teacher education in Iceland in this area is mostly missing (J6nsd6ttir, 2005) and

that is where the foundation should be constructed. The missing teacher education in entrepreneurship

education can also be concluded from the facts that when some of the EE teachers have left the schools

the entrepreneurship courses disappear with them.

Discussion and conclusion

Innovation and entrepreneurship education can be viewed as a continuum in education. The necessary

foundation of entrepreneurship education is a versatile and constructive innovation education. The
ideas of both are in nature very wide ranging, can be seen to be a part of almost every subject or to
include every subject of human knowledge. This is both an advantage and a disadvantage. The
disadvantage is that when a subject is tlnclear and its boundaries very wealc it will have less power and

impact according to Basil Bernstein"s theories on pedagogic practices (Bernstein, 2000). The

conclusions that can be drawn from the emergence of these new subjects in the Icelandic school system

are several. For the first, we need to win a general approval of the need of the l(ind of education that

innovation and entrepreneurship education can offer. There is a need today for creative citizens that

can cooperate and find solutions to problems in personal life and society and have the capabilities to

2 Translation from Icelandic, SRJ

3 Translation from Icelandic, SRJ
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create new ways think.ing and new ways of making products and services that are sustainable. One of
the growing needs in the world today is to integrate the thought of sustainability into education, society

and business, to create a sustainable culture.

Looking at figure 1 we see a Inodel that can give an llnderstanding of how innovation education can be

developed as a part of another subject in this case entrepreneurship education and see that in that

model, innovation education is seen as necessarily a big part initially and condenses as the education

progresses without ever disappearing. It embeds the 'understanding that innovation education needs to

be built as a fOllndation that talces considerable time and training such as is needed to change thinking

and behaviour permanently. It requires the establishment of a culture of innovation, the integration of

a habitus of innovation and entrepreneur education.

It seems clear from the research on entrepreneurship in VET in Iceland and on innovation education in

compulsory schools that the introduction of both curricula for these subjects or curricular areas is

needed. The general lack of lcnowledge in these areas indicates that it needs to be introduced in

education for teachers both in initial education and education for in"service teachers so the development
of the subjects can get a necessary foundation. They also need to be introduced to impoi~tant

stalceholders such as students and parents so they can aclcnowledge their importance and understand

the way in which they differ from traditional school subjects. The implementation of school innovations

needs support from various systems of influence in society and within schools.

One conclusion we can draw from loolcing into the development in Iceland is simply that IE and EE .

have been slowly disseminating and are struggling for their existence in the Icelandic school system.

Another conclusion may be drawn by lool{ing at the time in history of less then twenty years, from the

time innovation education started to emerge around 1990 to 2008 as not being long as such. On the

other hand there are changes happening in the world that are at such a great speed that education
must be able to respond quick:ly to changing needs. What seems to be of vital importance in light of

research and Bernstein's theories is to make definitions of innovation education and entrepreneurship

education more particular more concise. By claiming a defined territory in education, innovation and

entrepreneurship education have a chance of getting time and space within the curriculum of the

schools and contribute to the killd of education we need in the 21st century.
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